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MASTERPIECE
ALL CREATURES GREAT & SMALL
Sun. Jan 8, 15, 22 and 29 | 8pm
From Vienna:
The New Year’s Celebration 2023  
Sun. Jan 1 | 7pm
It’s the annual Great Performances “From Vienna: The New Year’s Celebration 2023” from PBS. Cleveland Orchestra music director Franz Welser-Möst is guest conductor, with Downton Abbey’s “Earl of Grantham” Hugh Bonneville returning as host.

Miriam and Alan:  
Lost in Scotland  
Sat. Jan 7, 14 and 21 | 9pm
Coming out of the Brit coms is the new Miriam and Alan: Lost in Scotland. Miriam Margolyes (Call the Midwife; Harry Potter) and Alan Cumming (Masterpiece Mystery; The Good Wife) get cozy traveling in a mobile home, mixing wit and memories as they return to their Scottish roots.

Fight the Power:  
How Hip Hop Changed the World  
Tue. Jan 31 | 8pm
Featuring firsthand accounts from some of rap's most integral players, this series recounts the origins of this bold and revolutionary art form through the voices of those who were there at the beginning, creating an anthology of how hip hop became a cultural phenomenon against the backdrop of American history.

Functional Fitness  
Mondays and Wednesday | 5:30am
Do you have an iron, a broom or soup cans? Then you have a home gym! “Functional Fitness” concentrates on training your body to cope using real life body mechanics with everyday household items. Created by a licensed Occupational Therapist, Suzanne Andrews, who specializes in treating common medical conditions including diabetes, arthritis, obesity, neck and back pain and balance.

Capitol Outlook
‘Capitol Outlook’ returns in January to Wyoming PBS
Elected in November to a second term, Gov. Mark Gordon delivers his State of the State address from the Wyoming House chamber on Wednesday, Jan 11. Wyoming PBS offers a live stream of the speech at wyomingpbs.org.

An eight-week slate of “Capitol Outlook” begins Friday, January 6 with a thirty-minute interview with Governor Gordon. Host Steve Peck welcomes legislative leaders for a weekly interview to start the hour-long show, followed by discussion of ongoing legislation, including the governor’s supplemental budget recommendations, plus weekly features from other guests on topics tied to the Capitol, the Legislature, and Wyoming government.

LETTER FROM WYOMING PBS

Hello Friend,
We hope you had a wonderful holiday season and are looking forward to a year filled with gratitude and hope.

2023 marks our 40th anniversary and we are so grateful for the support and encouragement from our members, donors, and viewers. We pledge to continue providing you with entertaining, informative and culturally uplifting programming wherever and however you enjoy Wyoming PBS.

While we continue to provide viewers our channels on cable and many satellite networks, along with a strong over-the-air signal, we have also expanded distribution of our local and national content to multiple digital platforms so you can watch your favorite programs anytime, anywhere.

To better reflect this digital growth, we’ve given our logo a little facelift. While the buffalo icon remains, we’ve added some modern elements along with the PBS logo to represent our commitment to telling Wyoming’s stories and sharing the trusted and inspired programming from PBS.

Thank you for your support, and we hope you have a joyous New Year!

Sincerely Yours,
Terry Dugas
General Manager